Agent Mouskers

And The Cheese Project

By Axel
Once upon a time there was a spy mouse named Agent Mouskers. After many adventures, he went to Main street and went to the Coutinho house.
It was 12:00 am and 1946, so they did not have cameras. Agent Mouskers was only looking for one piece of cheese. But instead he found about 15 pieces of cheese. But Oscar Coutinho was downstairs watching TV. When Oscar saw him, he
grabbed his shoe and he tried to smack him. SMACK! He missed Agent Mouskers. He escaped from the shoe. Then he saw that 15 pieces again. Since Agent Mouskers was very smart, he climbed into a drawer and grabbed some string.
He tied it to himself and lowered himself from a vent. But Oscar was waiting for him with scissors. He tried to cut the string, but Agent
Mouskers dodged the scissors and he only managed to grab 3 pieces of cheese. As he nibbled on his cheese, other adventures awaited him.